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Introduction to Rally Round the Flag®
Overview
Rally Round the Flag® can be played at three levels. The Corps Command game is played with
each unit representing a division and commanded by Corps and Army Commanders. The Division
Command game is played with each unit representing a brigade of troops, and commanded by
Division, Corps, and Army Commanders. The Brigade Command game is played with each unit
representing a regiment, and commanded by Brigade, Division, Corps, and Army Commanders.
This Rulebook is for the Brigade Command game for Rally Round the Flag®.

Campaign Play
The Division Command game of Rally Round the Flag® can be played in two ways: the grand
Battle of Gettysburg as a campaign where tactical battles are resolved using the Brigade
Command game; or by using the rules for Battles as set for in the Division Command game.

The Brigade Command Game
The Brigade Command game of Rally Round the Flag® is designed with the ability to resolve
tactical combat. It is focused on the performance of individual regiments and batteries of troops.
The area around Gettysburg is rich in topography and terrain features. Unlike the Corps or
Division Command game, these play a distinct role in the Brigade Command game and affect
movement and combat.
Sort out the various brigades/artillery battalions provided in the game by division and Corps
organization. This will make locating forces for creating Brigade Command battles easier.

How to Win
There are two ways to win the Brigade Command game. See Deciding the Matter (pg. 27).

Age of Honor

“It is better to deserve honors and not have them
than to have them and not deserve them.”
Mark Twain

The Battlefield is a Duty of Honor
During the American Civil War, moments of honor were replete on the battlefields that decided
the issues of politics. The personal characteristics of honor is nobility of soul, magnanimity, and
a scorn of meanness. In playing Rally Round the Flag we encourage players to slip back into the
mindset of this bygone era.
The law of war does not only disclaim all cruelty and bad faith concerning engagements
concluded with the enemy during the war, but also the breaking of stipulations solemnly
contracted by the belligerents in time of peace, and avowedly intended to remain in force in
case of war between the contracting powers.
Lieber Code 11 1863
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To play Rally Round the Flag – Brigade game the battlefield on which a battle occurs is a place
that is established by both players. It is important to the playing experience to account for “fair
play” and allowance for the “good will” of the opponent. This seems contrary to the total war
thoughts of William Tecumseh Sherman, but in his era, he was a radical thinker. Players should
during declaration of a battlefield be reasonable about the area of the battle, forces on the

field and the arrival of reinforcements. The aggressor declares a battlefield and commits the
commanding general officer, and subordinate forces. The defender should deploy the forces
allocated to the battle within the area of operations and according to the Formation cards played
in the Division or Corps command games.
The playing experience for the battles of Rally Round the Flag is excellent when both players
believe the situation is interesting and worthwhile to play out as a tactical engagement between
combatants. If either player declines the battle on the Brigade Battlefield, then use either the
Division or Corps Command Battle Boards to resolve the combat.

Deciding the Issue
There is a moment when a battle is decided, and the combatants realize that the matter is
decided. Often this occurs when one of the sides is given to a general retreat or route. In Rally
Round the Flag this moment occurs when half of the stands in play are retiring away from the
opponents or are removed from the board after taking the field. This break in command is the
end of a battle. If this is not achieved, then the battle ends when a period of time has elapsed –
marked as turns – after which no clear defeat is inflicted.
The end of the battle allows for the retreat of the opponent, regathering of forces, strengthening
of positions and arrival of support or relief. Once the battle is decided, distribution of losses
is applied to the Division or Corps Command stands, and operational movement of forces
are conducted on the Division or Corps Command map. Losses taken by Brigade Command
stands remain as a record of the losses taken during the battle. In this way no record keeping
is necessary, during the course of play and all aggregate losses are reflected in the keeping of
marked losses among the forces of the games.

Description of Game Contents
Map

The Map of Gettysburg is an actual
topographical map of the battlefield as
surveyed by the Army Corps of Engineers.
Contour lines play an integral part in the
game. There are several key features of
the map: Contours, Woods/Orchards,
Rocks, Marsh, Streams, Steep Ground,
Barricades, Action Point Cost Flags,
and Movement Limit Arrows. These are
explained below.

A. Woods
Woods are scattered throughout the
Gettysburg Battlefield. Woods restrict
movement, requiring a Tactic action for
any stand to move through them. They
also add 1 to the Fire value of a stand into
or through Woods.

B. Orchards
Orchards are scattered throughout the
battlefield. Orchards restrict movement,
requiring a Tactics action for any stand to
move through them. They do not affect Fire.
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C. Marsh
Marshes are found in some low areas of the battlefield. Marshes restrict movement, requiring a
Tactic action for any stand to move through them. They do not affect Fire.

D. Rocks
Rocky areas mostly occur along creeks and flood plains. The largest concentration is in Devil’s
Den. Rocks restrict movement, requiring a Tactic action to move through them. They add 2 to the
Fire value of a stand into or through Rocks.

E. Streams
Streams and creeks crisscross the battlefield. Only wide creeks that display a blue interior restrict
movement, requiring a Tactic action to move through them. Streams do not affect Fire.

F. Move Limit Arrow
The large number on the arrow shows how many Move actions you can make in this square. The
smaller letter/number identifies the map the square.

G. Action Point Cost Flag
The flag represents how many Action Points it costs to perform actions in the square when
activating a General.

Steep Ground
The Gettysburg Battlefield has several prominent areas of steep ground. These are dealt with in
the section on Movement. They affect Fire by adding 1 to the Fire value of a stand when firing up
slope.
Steep Ground is defined as the crossing of
any three major contour lines, ascending or
descending. Use the Tactic arrow to make this
determination. If three major contour lines
appear through the Tactic arrow, then the
ground is considered steep. For example, a
stand at 400 elevation that wishes to move
through the 520-contour line, uses the Tactic
arrow to see if the slope is steep. If the 440,
480, 520 contour lines show through the Tactic
arrow, then the slope is considered steep and
the Tactic arrow must be used for movement
purposes. The same holds true if the stand
wished to move from the 520-contour line down
to the 400-contour line.
Only infantry or dismounted cavalry may move through steep ground.

Barricades
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Barricades are man-made obstacles made of local materials. They affect movement by causing
a stand to stop a Move, Tactic, March or Charge action. The moving stand is placed next to
the barricade, ending the action. A stand may move through a barricade at the beginning of a
movement action if they are in contact with the barricade at the start of the move. Artillery ignore
barricades for Fire purposes. Any stand that is behind a barricade and is targeted by Fire causes
a +1 to be added to the firing stands Fire value.

In the Brigade Command game, barricades can be placed in front of a brigade’s regiments during
setup if and only if they exist in front of the brigade/artillery battalion stands in the Division
Command game, or if allowed per scenario rules. Barricades may not be built during play of the
Brigade Command game.
Barricades are permanent structures and can be used by either side during the course of the
game.

The Lay of the Land
The detailed map of the Gettysburg Battlefield is composed of rolling terrain with occasional
steep hills and streaked with spidery streams and creeks. The contour lines on the game map
depict the way the terrain elevation changes throughout the area. For game purposes, it is only
important to note: if terrain rises between a Firing stand and its potential target, blocking line
of sight; if the ground is steep, affecting movement; if a Firing stand is lower than its potential
target. Steep ground has already been addressed
Contour intervals are expressed in the Division Command game as the area between the major
contour lines (numbered) that give the interval its name, and the next highest major contour
line. Each contour interval of the same number is shaded the same color. For example, the
440-contour interval going up to the 480-contour line is shaded light orange, the 400-contour
interval going up to the 440-contour line is a light green, etc. Note that an area between two
major contour lines of the same number may be going upward or downward depending on the
intervening shading. It will take time and practice to correctly discern all of the elevation changes
presented on the map.

Up Slope
A potential target is higher than a firing stand if the
number of the major contour interval of the target
is greater than the firing stand.

Line of Sight
Stands have a clear line of sight (they can see to
target) to opposing stands if the line of sight is not
block by intervening terrain. Two opposing stands
are not in line of sight of each other if a higher
contour interval is between them. Woods and the
area encompassing the town of Gettysburg count
as one contour interval higher than the one they
are on for line of sight purposes.
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Optional Rule
Those players familiar with topography will note that the rules presented here are simplified for game
play. By mutual consent, players may use the minor contour lines (the un-numbered contour lines) to
determine slope and line of sight. This makes for a more difficult but tactically rewarding game.

Cards
Rally Round the Flag® uses cards to affect the operational pace of play and advantage combat
results. The cards are a reflection of the units and leaders present and will influence the tactical
options available during the battle.

Hand Capacity
Each player has a hand capacity equal to the Commanding General’s Leadership value. A player
never draws above the hand capacity and must immediately discard cards from their hand prior to
drawing any cards due to activation of a General or a Draw action listed on a card.

Command Cards
Generals exercise battlefield control using command cards. Generals of
various ranks exert different types of control. Every General that is present
on the Battlefield will have their Command Cards added to the Draw Deck.
The actions are described by a term and number, such as Draw 4, which
allows the player to draw 4 cards from the deck.
All Command Card actions are limited to units under command of that
general. The actions are: Draw, Plan, March, Rally and Reroll and are
described in more detail under Gameplay. Using a General’s Command
Card will activate that General for play, even if the General was previously
activated during the turn.

Battle Cards
Battle Cards drive the game. They include most of the possible
action performed by the troops. Battle Cards have several
parts:

A- Top of Card Action - Top of Card actions are those that
may be applied to any stands.

B - Attack Modifier - The red number on the upper left of

the Battle Card is used when attacking in melee and is added
to the attack strength.

C - Defense Modifier - The blue number on the upper right
of the Battle Card is used when defending in melee and is
added to the defense strength.

D - Bottom of Card Action -The Bottom of Card action is
played in special circumstances and may only be played on a
regiment in the Brigade noted on the side of the Battle Card.
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E - Formation Identifier -The Formation Identifier is
used to identify what Formation the card belongs to for deck
building and Bottom of Card actions.

Stands
The Stands are the combat units of Rally Round the Flag®
Brigade Command representing infantry, cavalry, cannons,
and generals. Each stand has one or more standees on
them; the actual representation of the type of troops for
each stand. There are two types of stands in the game:
Generals (also referred to as Leaders), and Troops.
All stands in the Brigade Command game should be
segregated into bags by brigade or artillery battalion. This
will make it easier to pull brigades and battalions when
setting up battles.
Note that throughout these rules the word “unit” is used. This word is used interchangeably with
the word “stand” and means the same thing.

Generals
Generals’ stands have four components: Gravestones, a Command value, a Leadership value,
and a Heroism value.

A - Gravestones
For each Gravestone that is marked off on a
General’s stand the following modifications apply:
Command and Leadership values on the General
are -1, and heroism is increased by +1.

B - Command
A General’s Command value is in red on the stand.
The Command value is the number of cards drawn
when the General is activated during a turn.

C - Leadership
A General’s Leadership value is in white on the
stand. If the General is the overall commanding
General at the start of a battle, the Leadership
value is the player’s initial Hand Capacity. When the
general is activated, the Action Point Track is set to
the Leadership value.

D - Heroism

Displacement of General

A General’s Heroism value is in green on the stand.
Any stand within command radius of a General,
and in the General’s chain of command, adds this
value to die rolls for fire, melee, discipline checks.

The large base of all Generals is to simulate the difficulty of maintaining command control at the
time of the Battle of Gettysburg by taking up space that could be used for troop placement.
Whenever a unit wishes to move through a General’s base, it may do so without penalty. The
General will displace his stand so that the unit may fit through. If the General cannot make
room for the moving unit, then the unit may not move. At no point may stands of troops be
placed with bases laid over top.
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Troops
The stands of troops in Rally Round the Flag® Brigade Command represent infantry, cavalry, and
artillery. Troops have three key components: Fire, Discipline, and Troop Strength.

Fire
The Fire number is a white number
in a red circle that reflects the units
drill, marksmanship, and equipped
weapons. Passing a Fire check
causes the target unit which is hit to
reduce Troops Strength and take a
Troop Strength loss and possibly to
take a Discipline check. (See “Fire”
pg 24)

Discipline
Discipline is a white number in a
green circle that reflects the élan,
experience, and leadership of the
unit.

Troop Strength
Troop Strength is measured in steps depicted by the white circles on a stand. A stand that
contains 4 rifleman and a flag bearer counts as having a Troop Strength of 5. As the stand takes
hits, the base is marked on the white circles to record the loss. A Stand that has 2 marked losses
has a Troop Strength of 3.

Facing
Facing is based on the direction the standees, flags,
cannon, or horses point. The direction that the standees
hold their flags, aim their weapons or point their horses
is the “front” facing of the stand. All other sides of a
stand are the “flanks” of the stand. A stand with its
“front” toward an opposing stand is “facing” that stand.
General stands have no facing.
A firing stand, or one engaged in melee, can gain the
flank/enfilade of an opposing target stand by having
the firing/melee stand’s facing the target stand’s flank
and having its flag behind the leading (front) edge of the
target stand.

Unsupported Flank
A stand is considered to have an unsupported flank if there is not another stand within a stand’s
width of the flank of the stand in question.
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Cavalry

Cavalry is unique in the game as each regiment is represented by three stands: mounted,
dismounted, and horse holders. A dismounted cavalry regiment is composed of the dismounted
stand and the horse holder stand. Each stand plays a significant role in the effectiveness of
cavalry to function on the battlefield as explained elsewhere.
Note that whenever a dismounted regiment is placed on the map, its associated horse-holder
stand is placed in contact with the dismounted stand’s rear and facing in the same direction, if it
exists.

Cavalry Special Rules
Dispersal of Troop Strength Hits – When taking a Troop Strength loss, the Cavalry player
may choose to distribute the losses on any stands of the unit. For example, if a dismounted
regiment with horse-holders takes a Troop Strength loss, the player could choose to place the
loss on the mounted stand, the dismounted stand or the horse-holder stand.
Horse-holders – As long as the horse-holder stand is not destroyed, dismounted cavalry may
mount and make a normal Cavalry Moves. See Cavalry Moves.
Loss of Mounted Cavalry – Losing the mounted cavalry stand means that the dismounted
cavalry may not mount for the rest of the battle.
Loss of Dismounted Cavalry – Losing the dismounted cavalry stand makes the cavalry unit
combat ineffective and removes the entire unit from play. This does not cause Troop Strength
hits on the mounted cavalry or horse-holder stands.

Markers
Rally Round the Flag® Brigade Command uses Control markers to track Action
Points which are found in the Rally Round the Flag® Division Command game.

Tracks and Charts

Rally Round the Flag® Brigade Command uses simple record-keeping to keep
play as easy as possible which are found in the Rally Round the Flag® Division
Command game.

Action Point Tracker
A Control Marker is used to serve as the Action Point Marker, one for each
player. When a General is activated, the Leadership Number of that General is
used to set the Action Point Marker on the Action Point Track. As Action Points
are expended to activate stands, the value of the marker is adjusted downward.
When the Action Points are spent, or the player passes, the marker is removed
from the track. The Action Point Tracker is used from the Division Command
game.

Troop Strength Losses
Troop Strength losses are marked on the base of the stand using a dry erase marker. At the start
of the Division or Corps Command game, insure that all Troop Strength losses are erased. As a
stand is hit, mark a Troop Strength loss on the stand by filling in one of the available white “loss
circles”. Troop Strength losses are carried forward between battles and only affect a stand’s
Troop Strength. Troop Strength losses may be erased when players have a supply event occur
during the Campaign play. (See “Transferring Losses between Brigade Command and Division
or Corps Command Games”)
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Order of Battle Book
As a separate purchase, an Order of Battle Book is available. This book describes every
organization available at Gettysburg down to the regiment and artillery battery and is an
invaluable tool for organizing the numerous playing pieces in the game.

Gameplay
When using Rally Round the Flag® Brigade Command to resolve battles generated by the Corps
and Division Command games, players will build a battle map, determine initial forces and
reinforcements, deploy those forces, and build their respective card decks.
Note: If playing a scenario from the Scenario Book, follow the Setup instructions found there.
Otherwise, follow the instructions given here.

Setup
Map
To play Rally Round the Flag Brigade Command, the configuration of each battlefield is
established by both players. It is important to the playing experience that a player account for
“fair play” and allowance for the “good will” of the opponent. Players should, during declaration
of a battlefield, be reasonable about the area of the battle, forces on the field, and the arrival
of reinforcements. The active Player declares a battlefield in the Division Command game and
commits the commanding General and subordinate forces. The Defender should deploy the
forces allocated to the battle within the area of operations and according to the Formation cards
played in the Division or Corps command games.
If either player declines the battle on the Brigade Battlefield, then use either the Division or Corps
Command Battle Boards to resolve the combat.

Declaring a Battlefield
Per the rules in the Corps or Division Command games, a Combat can only be declared, and
a Battle Marker placed, in an Area that contains at least one friendly General belonging to the
Active player and also containing a least one stand belonging to the opponent. Further, the
opposing player must agree to conduct combat in that Area using the Brigade Command game.
Otherwise, the battle must be determined using the Battle rules in the respective Corps or
Division Command games, or the opponent choosing to move out of the Area with the troops
counting as routed.
It is assumed, going forward, that the opposing player has agreed to fight out the battle using the
Brigade Command game.
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Determine Map Size
The next step is to determine the map size to be
used to conduct the battle. All versions of Rally
Round the Flag use the same map at different
scales, so the features on one are reflected on
the other games’ maps as well.
Each map Area in the Corps or Division
Command game corresponds to several map
squares in the Brigade Command game.
Players will build the Brigade Command map
by including map squares that match the map
features encompassed by the Area Boundaries
of the Corps or Division Command games. For
example, a Battle declared and accepted in
the Chambersburg Pike Area of the Division
Command map, will require the following map
squares from the Brigade Command game: I4,
I5, J3, J4, J5, K3, and K4.
The top illustration to the right shows the map that
encompasses the Chambersburg Pike Area.
Once the required map squares are assembled,
just enough additional map squares are added
to build the final map into a rectangle or square.
The typical result is a map about 4 by 4 map
squares in size, although this may vary widely
due to the irregular shapes of the Corps or
Division Command Areas. For the Chambersburg
Pike Area add map squares I3 and K5. Doing so
includes parts of Areas from the Corps or Division
Command games adjoining the Area in question.

The second illustration shows the
Chambersburg map filled in to complete a
fully shaped rectangle.
Once the map squares are assembled, the
map is framed by placing a brown border
around the map using the edge tiles provided
with the game.
The last illustration shows the frame added to
the map. This completes building the map.
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Marking Formation Entry Points
In many cases, there will not be enough room for a
player to deploy all his forces on the map created.
Therefore, it is up to on the players to determine
the direction from which their forces arrive onto
the Area of the Corps or Division Command games
represented by the map created. In nearly all
cases, building the map for the Brigade Command
game will include additional terrain from adjoining
areas as mentioned previously. This additional
space allows player forces some room to deploy.
Players will use dry erase marker to mark lines on
the map designating map squares that adjoin the
Area declared as the battlefield from which friendly
forces may arrive. For example, Confederate forces
deployed in K3 of the Chambersburg Pike map created above may have come from Areas on the
Corps or Brigade game encompassing squares K2 and L3 (McPhearson Ridge and Unfinished
Railroad respectively). Mark a line along the edge of the map along the two edges of K3 where
K2 and L3 would attach if the map were expanded. These become edges of the map where
Reinforcements may arrive.
Additionally, write the name of the largest formation that may arrive from the off-map locations
along the lines indicated. For example, if the Confederates had one brigade in McPhearson Ridge
and one brigade in Unfinished Railroad, then mark which brigade may enter which line segment
drawn on the edges of K3.

Map Option
Players may elect to mark off areas of the map that may not be utilized during the game by
using a Dry-Erase marker directly on the map. Mark the specific areas where troops may not be
deployed or moved to. Special care should be used in determining the engagement area and
players should consider disposition of troops in adjacent map areas (in the Corps Command and
Division Command games) whose presence would limit tactical movement, size of the forces
being engaged, and tactical effect of terrain. Players decide which areas to use or mark off.
For example, if the Brigade Command game map, due to its construction, includes parts of an
adjoining Area on the Corps or Division Command games that contains forces, those forces would
not be used in the Brigade Command battle, so the parts of the map they occupy should be
marked as not available for play.

Forces
This section describes how to lay out forces on the map created in the previous section.

Chain of Command
All stands belong to a Chain of Command. This is listed on the stands themselves and on the left
edge of Battle cards.
The typical Chain of Command flows from higher to lower as follows: Army – Corps – Division –
Brigade/Artillery Battalion – Regiment/Battery). When the rules mention the Chain of Command
it refers to stands (regiments/batteries) belonging to brigades/artillery battalions that belong to
divisions that belong to Corps that belong to an army commander. All command levels above the
regiment/battery in the Brigade Command game have a General stand associated with it.
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Refer to the various brigades and artillery battalions as sorted in the game in order to facilitate
building the forces required.

Order of Battle
Each player must nominate the Chain of Command for their combatants. This process will
determine which Generals may activate which units. It will also affect the construction of the
decks that are used in the game.
For each brigade, the player must determine if the brigade is entering as an Independent
Command or if it will be a Subordinated Command and utilize the Subordinated Command deck
building guidelines. (See “Building the Card Decks”).
Each player will determine which brigades will initially deploy on the map. The Attacker shall
choose his attacking force first and then the Defender shall choose after. Any brigades not
chosen may be held off map to be committed, during the battle as reinforcements.

Deploying Forces to the Map
Players will deploy forces to the map using the guidelines provided in this section and based on
the layable areas determined when creating the map.
The player who declared the battlefield by placing a Battle Marker in the Corps or Division
Command is the Attacker. The opposing player is the Defender.
Deployment follows these steps:
1. Decide what board edges each side will deploy their respective forces in, keeping in mind any
Entry Points or non-playable areas of the map marked off using the Map Option during the
map creation process.
2. The Defender places his Generals in his deployment area.
3. The Attacker places his Generals in his deployment area.
4. The Defender places the regiments and batteries of each brigade within the command radius
of the General in charge of that brigade. For example, the 1st Brigade of the 1st Division of
the 1st Corps of the Union forces would deploy the 5 regiments of the 1st Brigade within the
command radius of the brigade’s General. Brigades placed must be in one of the formations
as described in the next section, Formations. The Player may keep regiments/batteries off the
map to be used as possible reinforcements.
5. The Attacker then places his regiments and batteries as in Step 4.
Note that players will want to face their forces towards the forces of their opponent!

Formations
As part of Deployment, each brigade has its regiments deployed in a formation, depending on
the Formation cards selected for each column in the Corps and Division Command games. The
formations a player’s forces are arrayed in at the start of battle are as follows, by Formation card
played. Note that a player must attempt to apply as many formations corresponding to columns
on the Corps or Division Command battle-boards as possible.
If a player cannot deploy forces to the map due to lack of space, then those brigades or artillery
battalions must be kept off map along allowable entry points. These forces are automatically
considered in Reserve formation and as Independent commands (i.e., all their cards are added to
the owning players deck).
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Line
Troops deployed in Line are set to provide volleys of musketry fire by forming into long thin
lines of 2 to 4 ranks of soldiers.
Regiments in a brigade deployed in Line must be deployed with half or more the regiments
deployed in one contiguous line. For example, a brigade of 5 regiments could be 3 stands
wide with 2 stands deployed elsewhere, or 5 stands wide, etc. All stands in the line must be
in contact with each other. All regiments must be deployed within the command radius of a
Commanding General.

Skirmish
Troops deployed in Skirmish are better able to use initiative and maneuver to outflank enemy
formations and set up enfilade fire.
No regiment in a brigade deployed in Skirmish may be touching another regiment. All
regiments must be deployed within the command radius of their Commanding General.

Frontier
Troops deployed in Frontier have been trained to fight in multiple different terrains. This
allows them to take advantage of the surrounding terrain more effectively than other units.
Half of the Regiments in a brigade deployed in Frontier may take advantage of any cover
beyond the deployment zone excluding the opponent’s deployment area. If being deployed
beyond the deployment area, the regiments must be placed in valid cover (Woods, Orchard,
Rocks, or behind a ridgeline)

Column
Brigade’s form their regiments in Column in order to provide speed of movement on the
battlefield while maintaining a tighter control on the formation’s order.
Regiments in a brigade deployed in Column must be deployed in two groups. Each group
must be deployed with one stand in front and at least one additional stand behind and in
contact with it. All must face the same direction. If there are not enough stands to achieve
this (three stands, for example), then all stands must form one column. The Commanding
General must be in contact with at least one of the Columns.

Assault
Regiments in a brigade in Assault Column are formed to minimize casualties and provide
maximum impact in numbers on a defensive position while providing just enough effective
firepower in order to carry the enemy position in a charge.
Regiments in a brigade deployed in Assault must be deployed with half of the brigade’s
stands in Line formation and the other half in Column as above. For example, a brigade of 5
stands must be deployed such that 3 stands are in Line and 2 are in Column, or 2 stands are
in Line and 3 are in Column. All regiments must be deployed within the command radius of
the Commanding General. Any artillery stands must be interspersed with the regiments.

Reserve
Brigades that are in a Reserve formation are kept in a relatively safe place and available as
reinforcements during the battle.
Brigades deployed using a Reserve formation must keep at least one quarter and up to half
of regiments off the battlefield which may enter along designated Entry Points established
earlier through the play of Command cards or use of Actions. Bringing units on the board
does not require Discipline check and may be done with normal Actions from Battle cards.
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Unformed
Brigades that are Unformed represent those regiments that are caught out of a battle-ready
formation.
Regiments and batteries deploy as in Skirmish in the deployment area. After completing this
deployment, the opposing player can require a Tactic action be taken by a number of stands
equal to the Leadership rating of the highest ranked General the opposing player has in the
battle. The Tactic move must leave the regiments/batteries in the deployment area of the map.

Reinforcements
Brigades and artillery battalions that were kept off the map in Reserve during initial deployment
may be brought onto the map by expending an Action Point from the highest ranking General on
the map (during his activation) and by passing a Discipline check, or by the play of the Brigade
command card for that brigade (requiring no Discipline check). Note brigades deployed in
Reserve formation do not have the same limitations. (see “Formations”)
Movement is done as a normal Move or Tactic action using the appropriate arrows.

Building the Card Decks
Opposing players will build their respective player decks according to the guidelines in this
section. Player decks are always composed of a combination of Command and Battle cards.
Players decks contain cards from brigades and Generals present in the battle Area on the Corps
or Division Command maps.

Deck Creation Process
Player decks are built based on the brigades and Generals that are participating in the battle.
If the battle was generated from the Corps Command Campaign, players must elect which
brigades from each Division present will participate in the battle. At least 1 brigade must be
selected from each division participating in the battle. If the battle was generated from the
Division Command campaign, all brigades participating in the battle must be used in the
Brigade Command battle. If the battle is based on a single scenario, use the deck construction
instructions for that particular scenario.
Players will first determine how many Independent and Subordinated Commands they will
field with the brigades they have present at the battle. Subordinating Commands gives
players greater flexibility in creating their draw deck to execute a specific tactical style of play
at the expense of having fewer Generals available for activation. Any General present on the
battlefield will have their specific Command Card added to the Draw Deck.

Independent Command – A brigade deployed as an Independent Command will be

led directly by the Brigade Commander. In this case, the Brigade Commander is used on the
battlefield and all cards associated with that brigade and the Brigade Commander’s Command
card are added to the player’s draw deck.

Subordinated Command – When a Division Commander or higher is present at the

battle, they may elect (but are not required) to subordinate one or more brigades under their
command, thereby taking direct control of the units in the battle. A brigade that has been
subordinated will not play with the Brigade Commander’s Stand and the Brigade Commander’s
Command card is not added to the player’s draw deck. The player will choose any number
of Battle cards from all brigades subordinated to add to the draw deck, with a minimum of
the Subordinating General’s Leadership (White Number) number of cards added from each
brigade’s cards.
If a Division Commander (or higher) is not present, the player may not subordinate any
commands. Division Commanders (and higher) are not required to subordinate commands to
participate in the battle. In that case, treat all brigades as Independant Commands, with the
higher order General’s Command Card being added to the Player’s Draw Deck.
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Turn Sequence
Rally Round the Flag® Brigade Command is played in Rounds. Each Round is composed of one
or more turns. The Attacker is the first player for all rounds of Rally Round the Flag® Brigade
Command, and as such will go first during a round. After the Attacking player plays a card or
activates a General, and performs actions as a result, it is the Defender’s player’s turn. This
pattern of card-play and activation continues until one player draws the last card from their Draw
Deck and plays that card, all of his stands have been activated, or both players pass, ending the
Round.
A battle lasts as many rounds as required to meet the victory conditions. See Deciding the Matter.
Each player’s turn flows as follows:
1. Current player plays a card, activates a General or passes.
• Perform actions. The opposing player may play certain bottom-of -card actions
simultaneously.
• Conduct melees.
2. Check for end of turn.
3. Next player repeats Step 1.

Play a Card
The player may choose one card from their hand to play. If a Battle card is played, there are two
possible actions that can be performed from that card outside of melee:
• Top-of-Card action: The top of card action may be played on the number of non-activated
regiments under control of the player.
• Bottom-of-Card action: The bottom of card action can be played only on a single regiment
(even if previously activated) from the brigade associated with the card. Exception: See Field
Column
In some cases, the opposing player may play bottom-of-card actions during the active player’s
turn. See Movement for details.
The player may alternately choose to play a Command card. A Command Card works exactly like
activating a General (see below), but with additional capabilities such as Rerolls, Plan etc. A
Command Card can activate a General that was previously activated this turn. If a Command Card
is played on a General that has not activated otherwise this turn then the General will be marked
as activated at the completion of the round and cannot activate again this round. Each Command
Card is tied to a specific leader participating in the battle.

Activate a General
The player may choose to activate a General. It does not require the play of a card to activate
a General. The player must discard a number of cards from his current hand, up to the current
active General’s Command value. He then draws cards equal to the newly activated General’s
Command value. The General must draw their full Command value and may not go over the
hand limit. Reset the Action Point Track to match the General’s Leadership value. The General
then spends one or more of the available Action Points to perform action with stands under his
command. See Action Point Costs.
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Once a General is replaced by another newly activated General (including himself in case of a
second activation from play of a Command Card) mark the replaced General’s stand with a mark
in the middle of the stand.

Pass
The player may choose not to play a card or activate a General by declaring a “pass”. Declaring
“pass” does not end a player’s turn as long as the opponent takes an action. If both player’s
pass consecutively then the current turn is over.

Dice Rolls
The dice rolling conventions used in Rally Round the Flag® Brigade Command are based on
rolling 2 six-sided dice and summing them with modifiers.

Troop Strength Losses
When a stand takes a hit from enemy Fire or melee, a Troop Strength Loss is marked on the
target stand that was hit reducing the Troop Strength of the stand. Depending on the amount
the Die Roll is greater than the To-Hit Number a Discipline check may be required.

Artillery Troop Strength Losses
When an Artillery stand takes a Troop Strength Loss, it is destroyed and removed from play.
Where loss of a regiment may cause widespread panic, the loss of a battery of guns was a
normal event on the battlefield and often went unnoticed by the rest of the Army.

Infantry and Cavalry Troop Strength Losses
When taking a Troop Strength Loss due to Fire and the Die Roll surplus over the To-Hit Number
is greater than the unit’s current Troop Strength a Discipline check is required. For Example, the
43rd North Carolina of Daniel’s Brigade has a Troop Strength of 6. If it is being fired upon by the
NY Light Artillery (Fire Number of 7) in open ground, the Union player would need a 7 To-Hit. If
the Union player rolls a 9, the 43rd North Carolina would take a Troop Strength loss but would
not need to test Discipline as the surplus of the Roll to the To-Hit Number is 2 and the remaining
Troop Strength is 5. If, however, if a 12 is rolled, the surplus would be 5 and the 43rd North
Carolina would then take a Discipline check with the +5 modifier to their Die Roll.
If the last Troop Strength circle on a stand is marked, then the stand is destroyed and removed
from play. If a stand is destroyed due to Fire, then friendly units in contact must make a
Discipline check, and if they fail will rout.
Cavalry may mark any Step Loss to: the dismounted cavalry, the horse holders, or the mounted
stand. See “Cavalry Special Rules” for detailed effects of Cavalry losses.

Generals Killed or Wounded
If a General is (in contact with) a stand that is hit, routs, or is destroyed, the player rolls 2 dice to
check for being killed or wounded. If the sum of the roll equals the General’s Command rating,
the General is killed, and the opponent is awarded 1 bonus Victory Point in a scenario game. If
the sum of the dice equals the General’s White Leadership number, the General is wounded.
A player may elect to shoot a General that is closer to the firing unit than any other potiential
target unit. All other results are misses.

Replacing a General
When a General is killed or wounded,a Gravestone is marked. For each Gravestone marked,
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the General loses 1 Command Rating point and 1 Leadership Rating point but gains 1 Heroism
Rating point. If a General is killed, an additional Victory Point is awarded to the player causing the
kill in a scenario game. Generals can never have more than two Gravestones marked off, even if
killed/wounded more than twice.

Command Radius
Command radius signifies the area of control that
a General has of troops under him. A General
commanding a brigade controls the regiments and
batteries that are part of his brigade.
The command radius for all Generals is the length of
the Movement Arrow equal to the General’s Command
value. Place the Movement Arrow touching any edge of
a General’s stand. If a stand belonging to that General
is within the length of the Movement Arrow, it is “in
command”.

Actions
Actions are taken during a turn by performing: Top-of-Card actions or a valid Bottom-of-Card
action from Command or Battle cards; or by using Action Points gained by activating a General.
Top-of -Card and Action Point actions include: Move, Tactic, Charge, Rally, or Fire.

Action Points
When activating a General, the player receives a number of Action Points equal to the Activated
General’s Leadership to use action on any unit under control of the General. Most actions
require the expenditure of an Action Point. Some actions will require more than one Action Point
to perform if the General is in an area of poor command control. Each map square has a black
flag which represents the ability to maintain Command Control in the area. The black flag is the
number of Action Points it costs to activate a stand in that square. It applies only when using the
Action Points from a General and not when playing a Command or Battle card. For example, if a
General had 6 Action points gained from the Leadership value on his stand, and the General is in
a square with a flag number of 3, then stands under his command would require 3 Action Points
to perform an action. He could activate 2 troop stands in this case.
When a stand routs it does not require Action Points to perform the movement. However, the unit
will be marked as activated at completion of the Movement regardless of whether or not it has
been activated this turn.

Movement

All movement is conducted using movement arrows. The exact movement arrow to use depends
on the Discipline of the stand in question, the proximity of enemy forces, the type of action
allowed via a card that is played, and the type of terrain the stand wishes to pass through.
There are four actions related to movement: Move, Tactic, March, and Charge.
There are two type of arrows that may be used: Move (orange) and Tactics (blue). A Tactic arrow is
used when the stand is “under fire”, moving through restrictive terrain, or as a result of a Tactics
action taken because of card play. Note that a player may always use a Tactics arrow in lieu of
using a Move arrow.
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A Move arrow may only be used when none of the conditions exist requiring the use of a Tactic
arrow. Basically, Move arrows are used when not under threat of being fired upon and while
moving through relatively clear, level terrain. Exception: See Action: Charge.
When using a movement arrow, the stand must move the entire length of the arrow.

Under Fire
A stand is considered “under fire” if at the start of an action an enemy infantry regiment could
perform a Fire action on the stand using the blue colored fire sticks or if a stand of enemy
artillery could perform a Fire action on the stand using Cannister (blue fire stick) or Shell (orange
fire stick).

Crowding
When space on the map does not allow room for stands to end up where they are supposed to
move due to other friendly units being in the way, then the move cannot take place using the
current arrow. A shorter arrow must be used. If this cannot be done, then the move cannot take
place.

Cavalry Moves
Cavalry present a unique case in movement. Cavalry may perform two Move actions per
activation. In addition, cavalry can perform one of the following as Move actions: A cavalry
regiment can dismount, replacing the mounted stand with its dismounted regiment and horseholder stands at the end of a Move or Tactic action; a dismounted cavalry regiment can mount,
replacing the dismounted and horse holder stands with its mounted stand, and then may
perform a Move or Tactic action. If the horse-holder stand is destroyed, then the cavalry regiment
may mount, but not perform a Move or Tactic as part of the action.

Action: Move
A Move action allows stands to use one of the orange
arrows, labeled 1 through 4, to move stands across
the map. The number of the movement arrow to use is
based on the Discipline of the stand in question. The
Discipline ranges are printed on the handles of the
Move arrows. For example, a stand with a Discipline
value of 10 may use the orange movement arrow
labeled ‘3’ (which shows a Discipline range of ‘9,10’) or
any shorter movement arrow or Tactics arrow.
A stand that wishes to move places the appropriate
Movement Arrow such that any two points along the arc
at the bottom of the arrow touches any two points along
an edge of the stand, including the adjacent corners.
The top figure to the right shows two points of a
movement arrow touching two points of a stand’s edge
at the beginning of a stand’s move. The bottom figure
shows position of the stand after movement. Note that
the center of the stand hould touch the point of the
arrow in the direction the arrow points.
At the completion of the Move, the unit may pivot it’s facing along the Movement Arrow (see
bottom of figure for pivot limitations) The end of a Move action cannot leave the moved stand in
contact with enemy stands. It may leave the stand “under fire”, however.

Move Restrictions
The Move Limit Arrows on map squares indicate the maximum number of Move Arrows that can
be placed in the square during any activation based on the play of a card. Move Limit Arrows
with an X in them means no Move Arrows can be used at all; only Tactics Arrows can be used.
For example, a card that allows a Move 4 with troops in a map square with a Move Limit Arrow
showing a ‘3’ means only three of the stands may use Move Arrows, a fourth stand would be
restricted to using a Tactics Arrow. Note any of the three allowed to use a Move Arrow could opt to
use a Tactics arrow instead. The Move Arrow will count towards the limit on all map squares that
it may cross.
Generals always move using a Move arrow equal to their Command value. This Move does
not count towards the limit of Move arrows in a Map square.
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Action: March
March allows the player to activate for a Move action a number of stands up to the number
of stands indicated by the March action and under command of the General indicated on the
card. When marching, the regiment that is Marching, may use a Move Arrow, one length greater
than normally allowed. For example, a stand with a Discipline value of 10 may use the orange
movement arrow labeled ‘4’ instead of ‘3’.
A March action is similar in every way to a Move action, except that a stand may not end its
movement “under fire”.

Bottom of Card Move Actions
Close Order
Close Order is played during an opponent’s turn and
can be played on a commanded unit, moving it into
contact behind a friendly unit.

Field Column
A commanded unit may perform a Move action. Units
which are not otherwise engaged by enemy units, and
are from the same brigade, may form on this unit to
create a 2-unit frontage column of any depth.

Reinforce
When a friendly unit is contacted by sn opponent’s
unit through movement, a Reinforce may be played to
move a friendly unit towards the contacted unit using a
Tactics move.

Action: Tactic
When under fire, in restrictive terrain, or steep ground a Tactics Arrow is used.

When to use the Blue Tactic “T” Arrow
There are several instances when the Tactic arrow is required for movement: when under enemy
fire; when crossing steep ground and other terrain. See Terrain.
Before movement is made using the “T” arrow, a Discipline Check must be made. A failure means
the stand may not move.
Note, if using a Tactic Arrow to perform a Move action, a Discipline Check is not required.

Indian Rush
The commanded unit may Tactic, Fire and Tactic. No
Discipline check required.

Hit and Run
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The commanded unit may Fire and Tactic away from the
target. No Discipline check required.

Zouave Drill
The commanded unit may Move, Fire and Tactic away
from the target. No Discipline check required.

Specialized Tactic
The Tactics arrow is also used for certain specialized
moves: specifically turning, changing facing up to
180 degrees, etc. This is done by placing the Tactics
arrow so that it lays down on its handle with the
arrow pointing towards the ceiling. One end of the
arc is placed directly in front of or behind the flag, if
infantry, or the center of the stand, otherwise. The arc,
therefore, is touching the front or rear of the stand.
Move the stand so that either the front or the rear
of the stand touches the other arc endpoint. Such
a movement will have the stand going backwards,
turning around, or making a charge direction change
in facing. At the completion of the Tactic move, the unit
may pivot around the Tactic Arrow. Note this allows
a much greater range of pivot than using a standard
Move Arrow.

Action: Charge
A charge is a Move action that ends in contact with an enemy stand or stands. Charges always
use Move Arrows and are an exception to the restrictions imposed on their use. Infantry and
cavalry (mounted or dismounted) may perform a Charge action. Artillery and horse holders may
never perform a Charge action. Generals may Charge, but only when attached to (in contact with)
a charging stand.
Any stand wishing to charge must pass a Discipline check. Mounted cavalry wishing to charge
add +1 for every formed (not routing) infantry/dismounted cavalry stand it may come under fire
from during the Charge. Trace a line from the charging cavalry stand to the target and count how
many enemy stands fit this criterion. A failed check means the stand remains in place and the
action is wasted.

Passage of Lines
A stand may pass through friendly stands along the charge route, called “passage of lines”. For
each stand past through an additional Discipline check is made. Failure means the charging
stand stops behind the friendly stand causing the Discipline check and the Move action ends.

Echelon
The Echelon bottom-of-card action may be played on a
stand that is charging after passing the initial Discipline
check.
The stand does not check for Passage of Lines to
contact enemy when charging.
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Shock Column
The Shock Column bottom-of-card action may be played
on a stand at the beginning of a stand’s charge move.
The commanded stand may add any friendly stand (in the path of the Charge) to the rear and
in contact with the charging stand, essentially scooping them up as they go. Play of this card
negates Passage of Lines checks.

Infantry/Dismounted Cavalry Charge
Infantry and unmounted cavalry may Charge simply by using the appropriate Move arrow based
on Discipline. No restrictions apply otherwise.

Mounted Cavalry Charge
Mounted cavalry Charge target based on the following target priority. No other charges are
allowed.
• Enemy Cavalry - The charging Cavalry stand must charge enemy mounted Cavalry stands.
The charge move is made on a “closest friendly to closest enemy” mounted stand basis.
Enemy cavalry will attempt to Countercharge. Once these stands are in contact, the next
closest move together. As this process continues, there is a chance that the Cavalry battle
will turn into a disorderly mob. This is not only possible but correctly represents many Civil
War Cavalry actions.
• Unsupported Artillery - The charging Cavalry stands must charge artillery that is not in
contact with an infantry stand. An opportunistic charge to clear an unsupported artillery
battery was often done to clear the danger of leaving the enemies guns in battery. This is
only done on a 1 stand for 1 stand basis.
• Routing Infantry - The charging Cavalry stands must charge enemy routing infantry stands.
Unformed troops presented an opportunity to disperse the enemy force. If the Charge is
successful, and the Infantry stand fails to form square (see below), the infantry unit is
destroyed.

Cavalry Charge Reaction
A Cavalry Charge Reaction is an involuntary ovement in reaction to a successful Cavalry Charge.
The responding stands react as listed below.
• Charged enemy cavalry will attempt to Counter Charge by making a Discipline check. A
passed check means the enemy cavalry will split the distance of the charging cavalry and
contact is made. If the Counter Charge Discipline check fails, the stand routs. The charging
cavalry moves to the spot where the enemy cavalry was. Once contact is made, a Melee
occurs immediately. The loser routs. If the loser is doubled, it is destroyed. The winning
Cavalry stand remains in place.
• Charged unsupported Artillery fires at the charging enemy cavalry, resolves the shot. If a
Discipline check is required and the cavalry fails it routs and the artillery remains in place.
If the Cavalry wins, the guns are destroyed. Note, in order to fire at the charging cavalry, the
guns must be facing the charge.
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• Routed Infantry test Discipline to form square. The Discipline test is modified by -1 to the
die roll for each formed friendly infantry or cavalry stand in contact with the testing stand
and +1 to the die roll for each routed friendly infantry stand within a Move Arrow labelled 4.
If the target routing infantry stand passes the Discipline check, it Rallies and the Charging
cavalry routs. If the routed Infantry fails the Discipline check, the routing Infantry stand is
destroyed.

Melee
Stands that are in contact after all stands have performed actions during a given activation
conduct melee. This does not include Charging cavalry as their melees have already been
resolved.
Melees are conducted as follows:
1. The defending stand (or stands) performs a Fire action. If the charging stand is still present
after taking a hit and passing a Discipline check, continue. If Defender is contacted in the
flank, then it gets no Fire action.
2. The Player initiating the melee is always considered the Attacker during the first round of the
melee. Both players play some, all, or none of the cards from their hands totaling the Attacker
(red) and Defender (blue) values respectively. The Attacker plays first. Play continues until one
player passes.
3. Both sides add their stands’ current Troop Strength to the total found in Step 2. This is for all
stands involved in the same melee (contacted by one or more enemy stands). Stands that are
contacted in flank or rear reduce their Troop Strength by 2 to a minimum of 1. Stands that are
in Column behind a unit in Melee add their Troop Strength to the Melee Modifiers even if not
in direct contact with enemy stand.
4. Both sides roll 2d6 and add the totals found in Steps 2 and 3. The player with the higher die
roll total wins.
5. The loser takes one Troop Strength loss and makes a Discipline check. If failed, the unit
routs. If the difference in the winner’s Melee total is double the loser’s, the Defender loses
2 Troop Strength points. All losing stands make the Discipline check. If the loser passes any
Discipline checks, those stands still in contact will continue the Melee during the next player’s
activation. The winner becomes the Attacker. For example, if the Attacker loses, in the next
round of melee Defender values would be used, not Attacker values. Discard all Battle cards
used.
6. Opposing stands in contact after the melee round remain in melee for resolution next turn but
skip Step 1 above.
Example: Shows the
cards drawn to resolve a
Melee. The Confederates
are the Attacker and
the Union the Defender.
The Attacker played a 1
and 3 for a total of 4 to
add to the melee. The
Defender played a 2 and
a 2 for a total of 4 to add
to the melee. Should the
Defender win the melee
and there are troops left
to resolve another round melee, then the roles would be reversed, and the Confederate would
be the Defender and the Union the Attacker. The Attacker in this case would have 1 and 1 for a
total of 2, while the Defender would have a 1 and nothing for the second card for a total of 1 to
add to the melee.
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Action: Rally
A Rally action involves removing the routed status from a stand and/or removing an activation
mark from a stand. Simply select a routed/activated stand that is either in chain of command if
using a General Activation or Command card or simply on the map if using a Battle card. Make
a Discipline check for the stand in question. Add +1 to the die roll for each routed unit within
a Move Arrow 4 distance. If the unit is within and General in Chain of Command’s Command
Radius, it may add the General’s Heroism to their Discipline number. Passing the check means
the stand is rallied and may be faced in any desired direction and removes any activation status
on it. If the stand was already routed, failing the Discipline check means the stand makes a
rout Move again. If the stand leaves the map entirely, then it is no longer available for play until
the battle is over and will be counted as destroyed if determining victory points at the end of a
scenario.

Action: Fire
Eligible infantry, dismounted cavalry, and artillery stands may make a Fire attack against any
enemy stand in range and line of sight. Routed stands, Generals and horse holders may not
perform a Fire action.

Fire Sticks
Fire sticks are used to determine the range from a stand performing a Fire action to its potential
target. Fire sticks must be measured from Flag bearer or tip of cannon to the target. If the Fire
stick touches any point of the target, it is in range. Fire sticks represent the ranges of various type
of stands as follows (see Figure 9):
• Blue: Range for all infantry and cavalry; Cannister range
for artillery (+4 to the artillery’s Fire die roll)
• Orange: Shell range for artillery (+2 to the artillery’s
Fire dire roll)
• Yellow: Solid shot for artillery
• Yellow X 2: Long range for artillery (-2 to the artillery’s
Fire die roll)

Line of Sight
To perform a Fire action against an opposing stand, the firing stand must have a line of sight to
the potential target (see Lay of the Land).

Firing
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Once it is determined that a target is in range and line of sight, the firing stand will determine the
effect of its Fire action:
1. Take the red Fire value of the firing stand as the base To-Hit number needed. Note that routed
units cannot Fire value is marked out.
2. Add any appropriate terrain modifiers to the To-Hit number (see Terrain).
3. Roll 2d6. A hit is scored if the result is greater than or equal to the modified To-Hit number. If
the firing unit is flanking the target, it rolls 3d6 and chooses the highest two dice rolled for the
result.
4. If a hit is scored, the target takes a Troop Strength loss. The target will make a Discipline
check if the Die Roll’s surplus vs the To-Hit Number is greater than or equal to the target’s
remaining Troop Strength. When testing Discipline, add the surplus of the Die Roll vs the ToHit Number to the Disicipline check. If the check fails, then the target stand routs.

5. If the target stand is not hit or passes a Discipline check, it may perform a free Fire action
against the stand that fired at it, providing the target is in range and it is in the facing of the
unit.

Enfilade
Firing at a target in enfilade adds an additional die to the To-Hit roll. The firing player may use the
two highest dice rolled to resolve the action. See Facing.

Bottom-of-Card Additions to Fire

Players from both sides may play one of the following cards during a Fire action, as applicable.

Flankers
The commanded unit may Fire at a target unit with an
unsupported flank. The shot is considered a flanking
shot regardless of regiment position. Can be played
anytime a Fire action is taken by the unit in question.

Firing Line
The commanded unit may Fire an additional time when
firing on an enemy unit. Can be played anytime a Fire
action is taken by the unit in question.

Open Order
The commanded unit Fires and may be replaced in
position by an un-activated unit to the rear of the firing
unit and in contact by said unit. The replacing unit
must be facing in the same direction as the unit being
replaced.

Loose Order
After a successful Fire check, the player may respond
with a Loose Order command to force the firing player
to Reroll 1 die on the Fire check.

Skirmish Line
After a successful Fire check, the player may respond
with a Skirmish Line command to force the firing player
to Reroll up to 2 dice on the Fire check.

Sharpshooters
The commanded unit may roll 3 dice when performing
a Fire action and choose the highest two dice, after the
highest two have been chosen, the player receives a
Reroll 1 on the remaining two dice.

Shot & Shell
The commanded Artillery unit may Fire both a Shot
(orange Fire stick) and Shell (yellow fire stick) at the
same target unit, if the target is in range.
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Action: Reroll
Rerolls are very powerful. Rerolls may be used in three ways: during melee; as a bottom-of-card
action on a Command card; as a top-of-card action in conjunction with another action associated
with it.
A Reroll action that is by itself as a top-of-card action can be played as a Battle Card during
melees by either player to gain BOTH the Battle Modifier and the Reroll. A Reroll 3 allows the
Player that played the Battle card to gain 3 Rerolls. One Reroll point is spent to Reroll either the
player’s die or the opponent’s die. As long as the player has a Reroll point, any relevant dice roll
may be forced to Reroll. Once the “Reroll” Battle Card is discarded, all remaining Reroll points are
lost.
Command cards with Reroll actions may be played as part of a General’s Activation. These cards
grant the number of rerolls associated with the card. These Rerolls may be used in any action
performed by any unit during the activation of units used by way of General’s action.
Rerolls may also come in combination with other actions as a Top of Card action. These Rerolls
may either be used for the Action in which it is associated or as a Battle Card as described above.
Use the red die to track the number of Rerolls available.

Action: Draw
Player checks hand capacity. If drawing the number of cards would put the player above their
maximum hand capacity, then the player must discard down as necessary prior to drawing any
cards to ensure the player’s hand is never greater than their limit. The player draws the number
of cards indicated on the Command card or the Command number of the Activating General.

Action: Plan
Plan allows the player to activate for movement or combat a number of stands up to the number
of stands indicated by the Plan action and under command of the General indicated on the card.
For example, Plan 3 allows the player to perform movement or Fire up to three stands under that
General’s command. Can be done without checking Command radius.
Stands may activate more than once in a turn when using a Plan action.

Action: Rally
Rally allows the player to test Discipline on a number of stands that are routed or have been
activated earlier in the turn and remove Rout status and Activation status. For example, Rally
2 allows the player to perform a Rally action on up to two stands. To Rally a stand, make a
Discipline check with appropriate modifiers from nearby Generals or routed units. A Stand is
rallied if it passes the Discipline check. Reface the Rallied stand any direction desired, centered
on the flag bearer or the gun barrel of artillery and remove the mark on the Fire value placed
there if the stand was routed. The stand may also make one Tactic move from its current location.
A stand that fails to Rally and was already routed, makes another rout move in the direction it
faces.

Action: Rout
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Rout is an involuntary action that costs no Action points. Stands that are routed are moved
directly away from the enemy causing the rout using the Orange 4 arrow. Alternatively, the routing
unit may rout towards a General in their Chain of Command. The routing unit faces toward the

direction of rout. All friendly stands passed through during the rout move must make a Discipline
check. A stand that fails this check also routs and is placed in front of and facing the same
direction as the original routing stand. This process continues for all friendly stands up to the end
of the original routing units rout move. Should the rout move end on top of stands that are not
routed, continue to move the routed stand or stands until they are clear of other stands. Routed
stands that move off the map are removed from play.
Routed stands whose rout path would cross a non-routed enemy unit are considered captured
and removed from play.
Artillery that is in the path of a routing stand, makes a Discipline check. If it fails the Discipline
check, it is destroyed and removed from play. If it passes the Discipline check, it routs.
Indicate routing stands by marking through the stand’s Fire number.

Deciding the Matter
There are two ways to end a battle: force the enemy to retire from the map; meet the victory
conditions given in the scenario book.
A player may choose to retire his forces at any time during a game and must retire once half or
more of his forces are destroyed, captured, or routed.
A player who chooses to retire voluntarily must move his forces off the map using actions and
move arrows. Alternatively, the player may declare that all stands are routed, in which case all
infantry and cavalry stands are removed from the map, while all artillery are destroyed.
When transitioning Game Play from one format to another see Procedures below.

Transferring Losses between Brigade Command
and Division or Corps Command Games
When deploying troops in Brigade Command from the Division or Corps Command Campaign,
appropriate losses must be transferred between both sets, as follows:
If a unit took losses/received supplies on the Division or Corps Command map, then losses/
supplies must be distributed to the Regiments when deploying for a battle in Brigade Command.
For every Troop Strength loss/supply suffered on a Brigade in Division Command, the player must
distribute three Troop Strength losses/gains on any regiment or artillery battery in that Brigade
when deploying. For every Troop Strength loss/supply suffered on a Division in Corps Command,
the player must distribute 12 Troop Strength losses/gains on any regiment or artillery battery in
that Division when deploying.
When completing a battle in Brigade Command, appropriate losses must be transferred to the
Division or Corps Command Campaign, as follows:
If playing Division Command Campaign, for every 3 Troop Strength lost by regiments in each
Brigade, mark 1 Troop Strength loss on the Brigade stand in Division Command. If playing Corps
Command Campaign, for every 12 Troop Strength lost by regiments in each Division, mark 1
Troops Strength loss on the Division Command stand in Corps Command.
When transferring losses for cavalry units, treat the dismounted cavalry, horse holders and
mounted cavalry separately for allocating losses between Campaign maps and battle maps.
For example, 2nd Brigade, 1st Division of the Union Cavalry in Division Command has 3 Troop
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Strength of dismounted cavalry. 2nd Brigade, 1st Division of the Union Cavalry contains 3
regiments in Brigade Command, one of 2 Troop Strength, one of 3 Troop Strength and one of 5
Troop Strength dismounted cavalry. During a battle in Brigade Command, the cavalry regiments
suffer 7 Troop Strength losses to the dismounted cavalry, 3 Troop Strength losses to the mounted
cavalry and 1 Troop Strength loss to the horse holders. When transferring the losses to Division
Command, 2 Troop Strength losses must be placed on the dismounted cavalry, 1 loss must be
placed on the mounted cavalry, and no losses are placed on the horse holders.
When transferring losses for artillery, if 75% of the artillery batteries are destroyed for a given
command in Brigade Command, remove the associated artillery battalion in Corps Command or
Division Command.
When transferring losses to either Corps Command or Division Command Campaign, if the unit
is reduced to 0 Troop Strength remove it as destroyed. It is possible to have units with available
Troop Strength in Brigade Command, but have the unit be destroyed in Division or Corps
Command. If this occurs, remove the units in Brigade Command but do not mark off the Troop
Strength as the unit may be resupplied during the course of the Campaign.
If setting up for a battle in Brigade Command, and no additional losses were suffered on the
Campaign map, then the players will play with the regiments and artillery at the Troop Strength
level they were at following the completion of a previous battle.
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